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Spirit Week Can Collection Record Broken

Mercy Welcomes New Principal Dr. Kilbridge
By Laura Giugno and Lily Conlan

Last year, Mr. Terence Quinn, the previous principal of Mercy, 
decided to retire. Mercy is very grateful for the wonderful job that 
Mr. Quinn has done over the past years and bids him the best of luck 
in all of his future endeavors. Additionally, Mercy has the pleasure 
of welcoming a new principal, Dr. Martin Kilbridge. Two Quill 
reporters had a chance to sit down with Dr. Kilbridge and ask him a 
few questions about his plans for Mercy in the next few years.

How have your first few months at Mercy been? Any first 
impressions?

 I came in the summer, and the summer was wonderful. I had the 
chance to meet parents and faculty, and it was really great to start; 
but once you girls came it was delightful. You’re so energetic and 
friendly with one another. I think that the best example of that was 
on Spirit Day: just the enthusiasm, the support of one’s own class 
and for other classes, and the seniors clapping, “ We love fresh-
men!” That brought home to me how wonderful a community this is 
and how supportive you girls are of each other.

What were your previous jobs before Mercy and how do you 
think they have prepared you for Our Lady of Mercy?

For a long time I was at McQuaid, where I taught religion. In 
the four years before I was here, I was at Siena Catholic Academy; I 
was the Principal there. I think both of those experiences have given 
me a sense of what the expectations are at Mercy; the high academic 
expectations, the sense of the faith of the community, who we are as people, and how we interact 
with the world. I had the chance through those experiences to get to know a lot of those families 
who have been a part of that long tradition, whether they were sisters of McQuaid boys or girls 
who came from Siena into Mercy. I feel like I had a really good experience with the broader com-
munity.

What made you chose to come to Mercy?

Good question! I really loved Siena; it was a great experience, but I was missing the high 
school experience that I had at McQuaid. And when this opportunity came up, knowing the quali-
ty of the girls who went from Siena onto Mercy, I was really looking forward to getting back into 
that high school experience with a great group of girls who I already knew and getting back into 
the breadth of what a high school experience is - the arts, whether the performing or the visual 
arts, the athletics, the clubs - all that. I’m just so pleased to be back in this environment.

What is a fun fact about you?

I live in Geneseo so I have a little bit of a commute, but I listen to 
audiobooks so that keeps the commute smooth. I’m originally from 
California, I grew up there and went through high school  and college 
there. I’ve been on the East Coast for 25 years or so.

What advice would you give the students at Mercy?

Please do not be so concerned with the dress code;  I would be hap-
py to talk a little about that, but you should be thinking about who you 
want to be, not in terms of a career but who you want to be as a person, 
what kind of a mark you want to make on the world in terms of your 
character - those are things that I hope that we are focusing on. Not so 
much grades and those sorts of things, but who we are.

What is one thing that you would change about Mercy? 

Well, I want to change the front entrance. I would like all people to 
come in knowing that we at Mercy are hospitable to people, welcom-
ing, that we’re safe and people feel happy to be here.

Going off the previous question, is there any aspect of Mercy 
that you are going to focus on improving during your time as 
principal?

Overall, I really want to help to enhance the academics that are 
already very strong. I feel  passionately about women in the sciences and mathematics, so I do 
want to help to support the STEM program. I know Mrs. Horn is working with the faculty on 
that, and I want to help and support these efforts. In so far as students go, the biggest thing I want 
to do is increase school spirit and attendance at school events like games, performing arts, that 
sort of thing. From a student’s perspective, that’s really what I would like to focus on and I’m 
trying myself to get to as many as I can.

What are you looking forward to this school year?

I’m looking forward to getting more into classrooms, seeing what is going on, and seeing all 
of the learning as it happens. I haven’t had much of an opportunity to do this yet, so I am hoping 
that my getting used to how the school operates slows down and I can be more attentive to what 
is going on in the classroom. I am also looking forward to some of the big events like Golden 
Mass and Arts Fest. (Continued on Page 6)

The 2018 Spirit Week had McQuaid boys, mismatched fashion 
icons, turning Mercy into Disney World, and outfits that were out of 
this universe! Each day brought new Instagram posts and laughter. 
After all, no one will complain about a week of no uniforms. 

Spirit Day, being one of the best days of the school year, was 
energetic and the teachers had their earplugs in as usual. Somehow, 
voices lasted from 9:00 to 12:00, then conveniently gave up after-
ward. Each class had an extraordinary amount of energy to combat 
the other classes.   

The senior class dominated this year, winning the games, can 
drive, and scavenger hunt. However, one voice constantly rings in 
the ears of students. It’s Sister Karlien’s saying, “The food cupboards 
win.” And they truly do. The seniors brought in a record breaking 
19,282 cans and the entire school brought greater than 30,000 cans. 
Each shelter got 10,000+ cans each. It just shows what happens when 
a group of strong willed, young women get into a competition: they 
bring out the best in everyone. The biggest question left now is, will 
next year’s class smash the record? The students put their absolute 
souls, spirits if you will, into this can drive and displayed the spirit 
of Mercy. The helping of the less fortunate and relieving of others is 
what Spirit Day is truly about. 

Spirit day is also about having fun. There’s nothing more enjoy-
able than dressing up in one solid bright color and screaming as loud 
as humanly possible. Creating dances to the most recent “summer 
jams” and creating skits that make the entire auditorium laugh is 
an important tradition in Spirit day. Wearing 50 mardi gras beads, 
causing neck pain, is a rite of passage. War paint, morphsuits, fruit 
costumes, tutus, and any other creative outfit to stand out. 

A healthy amount of competition and kindness creates Spirit Day. 
So eat pies, ride tricycles, dodge the balls, and get ready for the next 
Spirit Day. 

By LaRue Huetmaker
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Right: The freshman, junior, and senior classes 
wait in anticipation as Sister Karlien announces 

the winners of the can drive. 

Bottom: Junior Judith Lanahan and senior Charlee 
Smith compete for Spirit Day points. Photos

courtesy of Ally Farnand.
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By Laura Giugno
Mercy students arrived at school on September 5, school supplies 

new and uniforms washed, ready to begin a wonderful new year at 
Our Lady of Mercy. The opening assembly was in essence familiar 
to many of the students who had walked the halls of Mercy for years, 
but there were certainly some changes. This year, students at Mercy 
got a chance to welcome many new staff additions to the Mercy 
family, along with a new principal, Dr. Kilbridge. The first day of 
school had a special energy about it this year: the nervously excited 
tension that often is a sign of change to come. Girls wandered about 
the halls with their new books, meeting new teachers and getting 
a glimpse of what their year is going to look like. The first day of 
school is undoubtedly always tinged with a slight bit of melancholy. 
The summer is finished and there will be a new schedule to get used 
to. It is always hard to say goodbye to a time of great enjoyment and 
the transition is difficult. But there is also excitement on the first day, 

as students rush to their classes to pick their seats and search for their 
friends, eager to provide them with updates about what occurred 
over the summer. The first day of school is one of many in this new 
school year. Over the course of this year, Mercy students will master 
different subjects, make new friends, and most importantly, learn a 
bit about themselves on the way. Change is difficult, whether it is the 
transition from summer to the school year (yes, waking up before 
sunrise on weekdays is hard), or the changes to the school that will be 
occurring over the course of this year. However, change can be a good 
thing. And while it may be difficult to make a transition (adjusting to 
homework at night is always rather hard), we are going to cherish our 
days at Mercy for the rest of our lives. So savor the moment and make 
it a fantastic year!

For most students, summer is almost synonymous for heaven. It is a time without homework, 
late nights, or pending due dates for gigantic assignments that ideally should have been finished 
weeks in advance. That afternoon after the last final is when every student puts down their pen-
cils, stores their backpack, and takes a sigh of relief. Weeks of endless studying are finally over 
and the relaxation can begin. Classes are put far out of mind and students practically forget all 
the stressors they were begging to get away from. Some head to part-time jobs and others head 
to their couches for movie marathons that have long been delayed. These long days with nothing 
but opportunity seem like one of the greatest luxuries that life has to offer. 

However, after a while, these long days that were once filled with opportunity begin to bore 
us; they stretch on endlessly without anything to do that is worth doing. There just aren’t that 
many movies that are actually worth watching more than once. Summer jobs become a slam-
ming reality of responsibility and soon enough they become part of the relentless routine too. No 
matter how many times a phone is checked, notifications never seem to come up soon enough. 
When friends do text, it’s never the same as seeing them in person, walking to the next class to-
gether. Soon enough, as the months pass by faster than ever thought possible, September begins 
to cast its shadow over the endless sunshine, promising both times with friends as well as due 
dates and tests. As scary as it is, everyone is finally ready to unpack their backpacks and pick up 
their long-forgotten pencils to start another school year.

Summer Recap Colleen Harrington
Scholarship Awardees

Every year, Our Lady of Mercy awards Colleen Harrington Scholarships to selected 
students during the first day of school assembly. This scholarship is awarded to students 
who reflect the qualities that Colleen Harrington portrayed when she attended Mercy. 
She was a student at Mercy until she passed away from cystic fibrosis. The qualities 
she showed include being excited, happy and ready to learn everyday, always trying to 
have a positive attitude, and always working hard. This scholarship, which is one of the 
few leadership scholarships Mercy has to offer, is for $500 towards tuition for one year. 
Students are selected for scholarships by a panel of teachers who make recommendations 
based on different criteria; for this scholarship, mainly a student’s character reflecting 
Colleen Harrington’s personality. The annual Colleen Harrington walk that Mercy holds 
in May is another way Mercy honors Colleen Harrington. This year the Colleen Har-
rington Scholarship was awarded to eleven students, ranging from 7th to 12th grade. The 
scholarship was presented by Colleen’s aunt, and each student was given a sunflower. 
The Colleen Harrington Scholarship is a great representation of the spirit of Mercy.

Mercy Bridges Honors 9/11 First Responders 
and Armed Forces

The month of September brings 
about a sense of renewal with the 
coming of the new school year and 
fall, but it also brings back the heart-
ache of the falling of the Twin Towers 
on September 11, 2001. On a Sunday 
afternoon, September 9th, Mercy 
Bridges held their annual Field of 
Honor Ceremony to honor those who 
first responded at the Twin Towers 
and all the members of the Armed 
Forces. The opening ceremony took 
place on September 7th in the Moth-
erhouse Chapel, and families and 

friends affected by 9/11, the Sisters of 
Mercy, and the first responders and members of the Armed Forces all gathered in the Chapel. The 
Women’s Choir sang beautifully, performing our National Anthem, God Bless America, and My 

Country Tis of Thee between the speeches 
and accounts of the speakers at the event. 
Following the opening ceremony, the 
closing ceremony occurred to once again 
bring together the survivors and to remem-
ber those who are no longer with us. It 
took place in front of the Motherhouse 
with the beautiful  scene of over 200 red, 
white, and blue flags waving in the wind. 
These flags all over the field were each put 
in place in honor of veterans, active mem-
bers of the military, and first responders, 
such as police officers, firefighters, and 
emergency responders. These flags bore 
the name of heroes to our country. God Bless those we have lost through 9/11 and those who are 
still dealing with the remorse of the tragic event. 

The First Day of Another Marvelous 
Year at Mercy

By Mackenzie Yaddaw

By Ashley Brandt

By Lily Conlan

Photo courtesy of Mr. Carro.
Photo courtesy of Mr. Carro.

Photo courtesy of Mr. Carro.

Photo courtesy of Mr. Carro.
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Starting off a new school year in an 
entirely new school can be nerve-wracking 
for anyone, but Mercy’s newest students are 
fitting right in. The environment, teachers, 
and students are all extremely approachable 
and welcoming to OLM’s newest students 
and the adjustment has been smooth thanks 
to the caring environment that Mercy offers. 
In terms of academics, the classes are 
more challenging than the courses at other 
schools, but the workload is manageable, 
and the teachers are supportive and always 
available for help. As freshman Claire Vitti 
says, “The teachers are more detailed, I 
know what I’m learning, and they’re more 
dedicated to help you do your best”. While 
the atmosphere and size of Mercy may take 
some of the new students some getting used 
to, they have been really enjoying some of 
OLM’s favorite traditions. Spirit day, the 
can drive, spirit week, the class video, and 
the class dance were all ways that the new 
students were able to participate in and 

experience Mercy school spirit, make mem-
ories with their classmates, and get involved 
with service for their community. New 
students are also making new friends and 
forming connections through Mercy’s many 
extracurricular opportunities. Through par-
ticipating in school sports like swimming, 
crew, volleyball, and the Mercy Dance 
Company they get to bond with teammates 
and make new friends. Clubs like Campus 
Ministry Board, student council, and mosa-
ics club are all of interest to new students, 
and these clubs encourage service, inclusiv-
ity, and leadership, all important values of 
Mercy girls. While the new students may 
have tired legs from climbing three stories 
every day, the smiles on their faces and the 
new friendships they’re making show that 
they’re fitting in perfectly at Mercy. 

By Emma Magioncalda

Mercy Day Mass: Celebrating 175 Years of the 
Sisters of Mercy in America

Every September, the Mercy community holds a Mass 
to commemorate the founding of the Sisters of Mercy by 
Catherine McAuley in Dublin, Ireland. This year’s mass, 
taking place on September 21, 2018, was a bit more special 
than usual.

2018 marks the 175th anniversary since the founding of 
the Sisters of Mercy in 1843. In honor of the anniversary, 
each grade level was assigned to collect at least 175 items 
ranging from crayons to flower bulbs, to socks, all to donate 
to the many charities Mercy serves. These items were 
presented in baskets during the Mass. Due to the generosity 
of the student body, the goal of 175 items per grade was not 
just met, but surpassed greatly.

In addition to celebrating the Sisters of Mercy’s birthday 
on this very special day, our own Mercy community cele-
brated and welcomed the new faculty members to the Circle 
of Mercy, including: our new principal, Dr. Martin Kil-
bridge, Ed.D; our new Interim President, Pat Prinzing, RSM 
(who is actually a Mercy grad from 1958!); and many new 
teachers in both the middle school and high school.

Just as this mass officially united all new 
members of the Circle of Mercy to veteran 
members in the school, it also unites all members 
of the Circle of Mercy globally. Since Cather-
ine McAuley and the Sisters of Mercy, Mercy 
schools have been springing up all over the 
world, expanding the Mercy community and 
forging profound connections between all those 
who had ever been touched by the Sisters of 
Mercy. Those connections are why this day is 
still celebrated every year. The Mercy Day Mass 
is a testament to the longevity of the Sisters of 
Mercy and the saving work they have done, orig-
inally inspired by Catherine McAuley nearly two 
centuries ago, and the work they will continue to 
do in the future.

So, happy 175th to the Sisters of Mercy--
here’s to 175 more!

 

By Amanda Folwell

Mercy’s New Students Share First Impressions

Mercy and M&M Service: Helping Students 
Make an Impact

By Grace Kurzweil

Do you want to help out more in the community but aren’t 
sure how to begin? Mercy Service, a community service club 
moderated by Mrs. Randazzese, is here for you! Mercy high 
school students have the opportunity to sign up to go to places 
around Rochester such as Legacy, Cameron Community Min-
istries, and Fairport Baptist Home to share their time with the 
elderly, children, the impoverished, and many others after school. 
Not only does Mercy Service focus on helping children with 
homework or helping the elderly with household chores, but 
it also provides a way for students to connect to people they 
wouldn’t normally meet, broadening their awareness of the needs 
of people around the world. In addition, M&M Service combines 
Mercy Service and McQuaid’s Mothers for Others program to 
organize a monthly service opportunity for both Mercy and Mc-
Quaid students, providing further opportunities for students to get 
involved in the community.

Rory Herrema, a junior at Mercy, volunteers with the Center 

for Youth in her free time; inspired to continue 
participating in service, Rory also began volun-
teering through Mercy Service and M&M Service 
this year. Reflecting on her experience helping 
to clean up Oatka Cemetery with M&M Service, 
Rory said, “So far my first impression has been 
entirely positive… I would absolutely recommend 
the service events because not only do they have 
such a positive impact on the community but they 
also bring us closer to our fellow volunteers – the 
friends I volunteer with are my friends for life!”

As Thanksgiving approaches, Mercy Service 
and M&M Service opportunities are a way to 
give back to the community in thanks for the 
many blessings we have, nurturing a sense of 
open-mindedness and enthusiasm to reach out 
beyond our comfort zones. 

Sixth grade students are welcomed in the gallery on their first day of school at Mercy. 
Photo courtesy of Mr. Carro.

As part of the Mercy Day Mass, students from each grade present their class’ 
collection to be blessed. Photo courtesy of Mr. Carro.

Mercy and McQuaid students help clean up Oatka Cemetery. Photos courtesy of 
Mrs. Randazzese.
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Mercy Voted Best Private School in Rochester by 
Rochester Business Journal

 On August 1, Our Lady of Mercy was 
announced as the winner of the reader poll 
in the Rochester Business Journal for best 
private school in Rochester. Conducted 
every summer, the Reader Rankings Poll 
takes the results of reader feedback from 
the RBJ website. This year’s results in-
cluded Aquinas Institute, McQuaid Jesuit 
High School, and Our Lady of Mercy 
School for Young Women as the top three 
schools which had received the most votes 
in the initial nominations. From these 
three finalists, Mercy received the highest 
number of votes.

The Mercy community celebrated 
this achievement by sharing cake with 
students during all lunches on September 
21. “Thanks to our faculty, staff, Board 
of Trustees, donors, the Sisters of Mercy, 
parents, students, and friends whose com-
mitment and love of our school catapulted 
Mercy into the title role of Best Private 
School,” said Mercy in a Facebook post. 
“Mercy truly is life changing!”

caption

By Elizabeth Meisenzahl

Editor-in-chief: Elizabeth Meisenzahl

Editorial Board: Amanda Folwell, Laura Giugno, LaRue Huetmaker, Grace Kurzweil, Lola DeAscentiis, Julia Spagnola, Mackenzie Yaddaw

Writers: Ashley Brandt, Lily Conlan, Emma  Magioncalda, Emily Richards

Photographers: Ally Farnand, Emily Richards

Students and staff celebrated Mercy’s results in the Rochester Business Journal Reader Rankings Poll 
with cake. Photo courtesy of Mr. Carro.

    On October 9, Mercy Administration announced a change to the non-uniform dress code 
for dress down days. Made over morning announcements, the new policy prohibits non-uniform 
shorts on dress down days, including “jean shorts, skorts, and all athletic shorts.”

    Although not the only dress code change this school year, this policy is different for several 
reasons. While others, including the new limitations on Crocs and the specification of a two-inch 
height limit for high heels, were made prior to the beginning of the school year and appear in the 
Student Handbook, the shorts policy changed during the year 
in response to several factors, some of which were a result of 
the first dress-down day in September. Additionally, the shorts 
policy has proved more questionable to the student body.

    According to Dr. Kilbridge, the shorts policy stems 
from several concerns unanticipated before the beginning of 
the school year. “The shorts came up in a conversation with 
a group of teachers based on the first dress down,” said Dr. 
Kilbridge. In the conversation, these teachers expressed con-
cern over the burden placed on them in the classroom policing 
shorts length, which began the conversation that would lead 
to the new policy. “For me, the big concerns are the effort and decision-making that is placed on 
teachers when they have to make snap judgments over whether something is appropriate or not,” 
said Dr. Kilbridge.

    The other main reason for the policy, said Dr. Kilbridge, is ensuring that the dress code 
reflects modesty in order to “respect our bodies. Modesty is part of our Catholic values,” said Dr. 
Kilbridge. In this way, prohibiting non-uniform shorts “just makes it easier for our teachers to 

focus on teaching,” said Dr. Kilbridge.
    However, in a petition signed “The Student Body of Mercy High School” garnering 78 stu-

dent signatures, dissenting students pushed back on this framing. The petition, presented to Dr. 
Kilbridge on October 22, asserts that rather than alleviating the burden of policing dress placed 
on teachers, the policy shifts the burden to students. 

    Among other concerns, the petition argues that the policy lacks consistency, citing Mercy’s 
athletic uniforms consisting almost exclusively of shorts or skorts. 
The petition asserts that the policy supports Mercy’s values, such 
as modesty, but argues that the prohibition on non-uniform shorts 
contradicts, rather than supports, other ideals. “Different settings call 
for different clothing,” said Dr. Kilbridge in response. “Swim suits 
are appropriate for our swim team in the pool, but not in class.”

    Yet, both the supporters of the petition and administration agree 
on the importance of an open discussion. “Our goal in this is not to 
cause tension between ourselves and the faculty, but rather to open a 
dialogue through which we can achieve a compromise that truly hon-
ors the spirit of our beloved school,” wrote the author of the petition. 

Likewise, Dr. Kilbridge has instructed Mrs. Whipple to arrange to meet with faculty and students 
to discuss the dress code on dress down days. He hopes “that we’ll be able to have a meeting and 
conversation about it,” and is open to organizing a committee with student and faculty repre-
sentatives “to make sure we’re consistent with our values, but meet student needs or desires in a 
way that meets our expectations.”

Students React to Dress Code Changes

“Our goal is not to create tension 
between ourselves and the faculty, but 

rather to open a dialogue through which we 
can achieve a compromise that truly honors 

the spirit of our beloved school”

By Elizabeth Meisenzahl 
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Middle School Spirit Day: Fun and Friendship
Spirit Day is one of the oldest traditions at Mercy, 

largely celebrated by high school students. This spe-
cial Mercy holiday follows Spirit Week. With each day 
supporting a different, fun and creative theme, students 
are allowed to dress down to show their Mercy Pride. 
Although it is  focused around the high school, this does 
not mean the middle school students can’t celebrate in 
their own way. 

In contrast to last year, which was more subdued and 
included portions similar to a Catholic retreat day, each 
grade participated in more active team building activities 
with fellow class members that strengthened their bonds 
thanks to the activities the middle school teachers had 
planned. With features such as yoga and even learning 
choreography by Mercy’s very own Mrs. Lawniczak, 
all of the middle school students enjoyed a fun half day 
where they all became more unified than they ever were 
before. 

Each grade level also had the option to order Spirit 
Day shirts to show their support for their grade. This tra-
dition was always open to the high school, but was made 
open to the middle school just this year. Additionally, 
students were invited to show their spirit by contributing 
to a book drive. With the 8th graders wearing orange, the 
7th graders wearing purple, and the 6th graders wearing 
pink, it was truly a day the students will never forget. 

By Emily Richards

Middle schoolers build class unity during 
Spirit Day with their friends. Photos courtesy 
of Ally Farnand.

When thinking of topics for her Motto Proj-
ect, Sara Ciurca knew she wanted to help people 
locally in Rochester. “I wanted to impact my 
community directly,” said Ciurca. She decided to 
focus on an issue important to her: food waste. 
“It’s bad for the planet and it frustrates me,” she 
said. “In a place like Rochester, with so many in 
need, there is no good reason food should go to 
waste.”

After finding out the large amount of un-
spoiled food that ends up unsold and wasted 
for purely aesthetic reasons, Ciurca reached out 
to local businesses to find out if they would be 
willing to be a part of her project. Working with 
Bagel Land, Ciurca has delivered 550 bagels to 
people in need.

Ciurca has brought the bagels to Bethany 
House, a shelter for women and children, and 
the House of Mercy, a homeless shelter operated 
by Sister Grace Miller. Most of all, she liked 

meeting the people she would be helping with 
her project. Ciurca remembers meeting both the 
women who help run Bethany House and some 
of the residents, including a pregnant mother 
past her due date. “The situation became a little 
less abstract. It reminds me of visiting my own 
family,” said Ciurca.

She related her experience to the Mercy’s 
Core Values, including Compassionate Service 
and Justice-Making. “Access to food is some-
thing that could help the impoverished improve 
their situation,” said Ciurca.

Bethany House, founded by the Catholic so-
cial activist Dorothy Day, shares this viewpoint, 
as their institutional goal is to treat residents with 
dignity and respect as children of God. “I try to 
see my own service through this lens as well,” 
said Ciurca, who hopes to deliver at least 1,000 
bagels by the end of her Motto Project.

Eliminating Waste One 
Bagel at a Time

By Elizabeth Meisenzahl

Many Mercy graduates 
find themselves drawn back 
to their old alma mater each 
year during the Alumnae 
Reunion. Here, these 
women connect with old 
classmates and completely 
immerse themselves into 
the Circle of Mercy once 
again. This year’s reunion 
was held on October 13, 
a Saturday night, and 
welcomed women from 
classes starting in 1948 and 
increasing by five years 
until the class of 2013. 
These “3’s and 8’s,” as 
Karen Ralph (‘72), Mercy’s 
Director of Alumnae Rela-
tions and organizer of these 
reunions, so affectionately 
called them, could be heard 
laughing and even singing 
their old class songs all 
night.

A mass was held in the 
auditorium that afternoon 
for any alumni wanting 
to go. Food trucks pulled 

into the Mercy parking lot and set up by the door, unloading and setting up for the dinner in 
the high school gym later. Tables offering a variety of wines and hors d’oeuvres were placed 
around the gallery, as were old yearbooks and bookstore goods for purchase. Mercy students, 
looking pristine in their school uniforms, volunteered eagerly to lead these women around the 
school to see what has changed and what has stayed the same. Though the stairs and the hall-
ways have, for the most part, remained as they were, the most modified areas were the library, 
which used to be in rooms 221, 217, and 210 in the high school, and the middle school gym, 
which used to have concrete flooring rather than waxed wood paneling.

The Alumni Reunion is a beloved event at Mercy that these graduates hold close to their 
hearts, if the numerous photos taken are anything to show it. No matter if they graduated five 
years ago or seventy years ago, each of these women take pride in their class and their time at 
Mercy. After graduation, each woman embarks on her own path and constructs her own life, 
but something always brings her back to Mercy at the end of the day.

Alumnae Reunion 
Rebuilds Circle of 
Mercy
By Amanda Folwell

Little Women a Huge Success. See the Quill
December issue for the full story!
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By Laura Giugno and Lily Conlan

What is your favorite subject? 

I taught religion, so I appreciate theology, but religion when I was in high school was my low-
est grade. I guess that I just got turned on to it in college and got really passionate about it. That’s 
my favorite subject. I like the humanities generally and for personal interest, but I also value the 
science and, like I said, I want to make sure that we have an ex-
emplary STEM program here.

Do you have any specific ideas for improving STEM?

I want to make sure that our science teachers understand the 
STEM philosophy and how to integrate the hands on, practical 
side of science so that students are understanding the theory and 
how that has real world implications. For example, what are some 
engineering principles that you follow through on so that you are 
taking ideas and making it a reality? 

What are some hobbies you enjoy?

I play basketball and ultimate Frisbee. Those are two things that I like to do on my free time.

How do you think that the new student handbook has improved the school body?

I’m not sure how much of an impact it has on the student’s daily life, but it certainly has an 

impact on the school as a whole. I think there are a couple of things that I want to address in 
looking at the student handbook. One is that there were some expectations or rules that didn’t 
have a principle behind them, so I wanted to make sure that the reasons why we have certain rules 
are more clearly articulated. To just throw rules out without explaining why they are important 
is a bad practice, so I wanted to make sure that we had our principles in the handbook. I wanted 

to clarify what the policies and procedures were, so that things were 
fair and transparent. I think that if things are randomly expressed or not 
clarified then people might think that there is favoritism going on and 
I want to make sure that we are following policy and procedure so that 
everyone is treated fairly. 

Do you have any plans for OLM this year or in the future you 
can share with us ?

I want to help make this school a national beacon for student leader-
ship; for girls’ leadership. I want our girls to be exceptional leaders in the 
community, now as students, and as they graduate and go onto careers. 
I want to make sure that we’re doing our best to ensure that is true. That 
includes fostering leadership in this school, and it’s a matter of making 

sure that our expectations are clear, that we have high expectations for the academic success of 
students; not in the grind sort of way, so that everyone is striving to get As, but that people are put-
ting their best effort forward and learning and developing their skills and knowledge and values.

Mercy Welcomes New Principal Dr. Kilbridge 
(Continued)

With Bluestockings, Mercy’s Lovers of 
Literature Honor Female Readers of the 1700s
By Amanda Folwell

Despite the name, the Bluestockings Club does not just promote 
wearing phthalo-tinted socks (you’re welcome to wear them, if you’d 
like. Just make sure they’re uniform!). The moniker is actually a sym-
bol dating back to the 18th century.

Back then, women were heavily discouraged from reading and 
partaking in literary and writing discussions. Some women, however, 
decided to ignore society’s rules and meet anyways, wearing blue 
stockings as a sign of identity and a sign of rebellion. Soon enough, 
these women derogatorily called “Bluestockings,” and were viewed 
with disdain (though they have also been reported as being highly 
intelligent and hospitable women).

Mercy’s own literature club has been around since the 1980s, and 
calls itself the Bluestockings Club (“Blues,” for short) to commem-
orate and celebrate the original women who started it all. Just like 
when the Bluestockings were first founded nearly three centuries ago, 
Mercy’s Bluestockings promote creative expression and free thinking 
in a highly supportive and non-judgmental setting. Meeting every 
other Thursday morning at 7:15 in room 211, readers and writers alike 

gather to discuss the current piece of literature, toss around theories both 
plausible and insane, and enjoy a nice cup of tea with one another.

If you thought it couldn’t sound any better, just wait. Students in the 
Bluestockings Club have found improvements in critical thinking and writ-
ing as well as higher SAT test scores. You will find immediate friends who 
will truly have your back when you need them (and when you don’t) as soon 
as you walk through the door. You will even get to travel.

The Bluestockings have made it a habit to see at least one play a school 
year. This past summer and this past September, members of the Bluestock-
ings traveled to Niagara-on-the-Lake in Ontario, Canada to enjoy two plays 
performed as part of the Shaw Festival. Watching twists on Anton Chekhov’s 
The Cherry Orchard and Shakespeare’s Henry V at a popular and well-
known venue in a beautiful town is one of the highlights of the year.

So if you’re free one Thursday morning, come down to 211. We’d love to 
have you with us.

Mercy TV Brings Back School’s A/V Club
By Lily Conlan

There is a new club on the rise! You 
may know a little about Audio Visual clubs 
if you have watched the popular Netflix 
series Stranger Things. In television and 
movies the Audio Visual club has been 
projected as a safe haven for geeks and the 
nerdy types of high school in pop- culture. 
Mercy’s Audio Visual is everything and 
more than this common stereotype. Mercy 
TV is filled with students from every aspect 
of OLM, such as a mathlete, a theater 
person, scientists, readers, writers, artists, 
athletes, and dancers. Mercy TV brings 
together Mercy girls of every background 
to create interesting and creative content.

Mercy TV meets every morning in the 
media center, now as an official homeroom. 
Mercy TV covers any and all Mercy events 
for the school, such as sports, interviews, 
dances, and Mercy traditions like the recent 

Spirit Day! 
Mercy TV participants have access to 

check out a Canon camera to cover the 
events assigned to the filmers. As of recent, 
Mrs. Zumchak has visited Merton Mercy 
in Philadelphia to see their Audio Visual 
club, and there are now many ideas in the 
works to get more advanced equipment 
such as a studio, green screen, lights, and 
more microphones. Eventually Mercy TV 
is planning on potentially having a daily 
morning show as the club progresses. 

Mercy TV is a club for any person 
interested, and is highly encouraged for 
students who are thinking of going into 
film. Any inquiries about joining Mercy 
TV should get into contact with Mrs. 
Zumchak. 

“I want our girls to be 
exceptional leaders in the 

community, now as students, 
and as they graduate and go 

onto careers.”
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Perseverance with Every Swing: A Look Inside 
the Mercy Tennis Team
By Grace Kurzweil

Sports are an outlet for athletes to apply themselves physically to reach 
a goal while connecting with teammates along the way. Tennis is one 
unique sport that provides opportunities for players to play either singles 
matches or doubles matches; furthermore, at Mercy, a tennis player is 
sure to have the encouragement of her teammates every shot of the way.

For four years, Mercy tennis celebrated the success of first singles 
player Julia Andreach. Reaching the rank of number one in the state and 
competing in several international tournaments, Andreach decided to con-
tinue her tennis career at IMG Academy in Manatee County, Florida. A 
fun teammate and competitive opponent, Andreach is a constant reminder 
to the Mercy tennis team of their capability and strength.

When Andreach left Mercy in January 2018, many people wondered if 
Mercy tennis would continue to achieve the success that they had known 
during the previous years. This season, the tennis team proved their per-
severance and tenacity to all of Monroe County, stepping into the second 
seed as they went into team sectionals.

Some people may ask, what’s so difficult about hitting a ball back and 
forth across a net a few times? However, the game is not so simple. Ten-
nis requires mental toughness as well as physical strength, along with the 
development of racket techniques and tactics that can take a lifetime to 
learn and apply. Yet the Mercy tennis team strives to combine everyone’s 
unique styles and talents to build a team of young women who work to-
wards the win and take loss in stride.

This year in team sectionals, the tennis team swept their first match 

against Spencerport and won a competitive match against 
Brockport to arrive in sectional finals against the first seed, 
Brighton. Though the Mercy tennis team did not win Sec-
tion V team sectionals, they celebrated their finalist position 
and prepared to focus on the upcoming individual sectionals. 
Sending two singles teams and two doubles teams to compete 
against other players from Class A for a sectional title, both of 
Mercy’s doubles teams succeeded in individual sectionals and 
continued to State Qualifiers.

“Tennis is a great sport because you are able to be on a team 
and build connections with your teammates, all while setting 
high goals for yourself and controlling your own destiny in 
meeting them,” said Taylor Loiacono, a senior and first dou-
bles player. With the conclusion of this year’s tennis season, 
Mercy’s tennis players seek to not only continue to improve 
their skills for next year, but also apply Loiacono’s advice to 
every challenge they meet. Congratulations to Mercy’s tennis 
team on a successful season!

Senior Taylor Loiacono, sophomore Tessa Hartzell, junior 
Caroline Hellstern, and sophomore Alanna Jordan recently 
represented Mercy at the Section V Tennis State Qualifiers. 
Photo courtesy of Mr. Carro.

By  Julia Spagnola

If you attend Mercy, you know Donna Trost. Or at least 
you’ve heard of her - she’s pretty famous around campus. But 
why? Well, for starters she’s one of the nicest, most caring, and 
happiest people you’ll ever meet. She also really loves her job. 
And she’ll tell you that job lies both in the classroom and on 
the athletic fields, as a world history teacher and coach. Ms. 
Trost loves her students and athletes. She knows how to build a 
team that works together to overcome challenges, whether it be 
conquering the AP exam or winning a sectional championship. 

 Recently, Coach Trost and her soccer Monarchs have 
faced the daunting challenges of sectional championships. 
Having come off a successful season, the Monarchs secured the 
No. 2 seed in the Class A sectional tournament. After defeat-
ing Pittsford Sutherland with a solid goal by senior Dori Riz-
zo, the team headed 
to sectional finals 
where they faced the 
undefeated two-time 
state champion Spen-
cerport Rangers. The 
last time these two 
teams met this sea-
son, the score was a 
0-0 draw ended in a 
penalty shootout fa-
voring the Rangers. 
Just halfway through 
their season, Mercy 
had already come 
close to toppling the 
dominant Spencer-
port team. Heading 
into sectionals, they 
were determined to 
finish the job.

 The match was 
contested Saturday 
October 27 at Canan-

daigua Academy in the freezing rain. The inclement weather 
did not seem to bother the Monarchs, however, as they had 
secured a 1-1 tie for most of the game. Senior Meaghan Trev-
or recalls the atmosphere created by Coach Trost at halftime. 
“We went into the locker room and just screamed it out and 
in a weird way it helped us and she knew we needed that. Ms. 
Trost always knows what we need before we even know it.” 
Drenched and soaked to the bone, the motivated Mercy squad 
took to the field and managed to even put on an enthusiastic 
show right before the second half kick-off, all eleven starters 
dancing to AC/DC’s “Thunderstruck” over the stadium loud-
speakers. Mercy was able to shut out Spencerport the whole 
second half, keeping the score at an even 1-1. Headed to two 
ten minute overtimes, the Monarchs played stellar defense and 

skillful offense. At the end of 
the first overtime, Spencerport 
got a lucky goal after a hand-
ball penalty. Making up ground, 
Mercy tied it up once again, with 
a beautiful goal by junior Emi-
ly Tabone. In the final minutes, 
Spencerport scored another goal, 
making the final score 3-2.

Although Mercy did not win 
the sectional championship, they 
walked off the field supporting 
one another with their heads 
held high. It’s not easy to lose, 
but it takes that much more to 
lose with grace and a positive 
attitude. For the Monarchs, they 
were just doing what they’d 
done all year long, sticking to-
gether like Coach Trost had told 
them, and showing a devout love 
for their sport. At the end of the 
day, that’s what made them real 
winners.

After the game, Coach Trost gathered her team in the wet 
cold and told them not to be disheartened. “I was really sad and 
having a hard time listening, but she stayed super positive,” 
says senior Adrianna Carfangna. “She told us we put on the 
best season she’s ever had with 16 wins. We had accomplished 
a lot. Coach Trost is the type of coach that puts the well-being 
of her players before winning. Winning is always important, 
but she sincerely cares about her players as if they were her 
own daughters. We are all a family that will forever be thankful 
for what Coach Trost has taught us.”

Mercy did accomplish a lot. They managed to ruin a two-
year winning streak by tying the Spencerport Rangers in the 
early season. They almost took down a USA Today No. 4 
ranked team. Twice. They are graduating eight successful se-
niors with a team of supporters to backing them. And most im-
portantly, as any athlete at Mercy will tell you, they have the 
best apparel hands down. 

The soccer season may be over for the Mercy Monarchs, 
but the successes they’ve had and memories made will last a 
lifetime. The seniors will be moving on and next year there will 
be new players to take their place. But watching Ms. Trost flip 
through past soccer pictures from over the years with Mr. My-
ers just proves she never forgets a player. And next year, she’ll 
be right back in the action, ready to lead her team to victory. 
But for now, she’s in the classroom leading her girls through 
their assignments. A world-class coach who also teaches world 
history class. What more can you ask?

Mercy Soccer Caps Successful Season with 
Second Place Sectional Finish

Senior Dori Rizzo, Private Parochial League Player of the Year, fights 
for possession of the ball in a game against Penfield. Mercy won the 
game 1-0. 

Congratulations to Ms. Trost and Dori Rizzo, Section 
V Class A’s Women’s Soccer Coach of the Year and 

Private-Parochial League Player of the Year!

“We are all a family that 
will forever be thankful 
for what Coach Trost has 
taught us.”
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How do you like Mercy so far?

I love it! It is going very well and I am enjoying it.

Do you have a favorite part of teaching here?

Yes, I love the positive atmosphere.

How would your students describe you?

My students would describe me as fun, energetic, and understanding.

 How would you describe yourself?

I would describe myself as outgoing, compassionate, and dedicated.

From which schools did you graduate?

I graduated high school from Aquinas and college from The College at 
Brockport.

What do you love most about teaching PE? 

I love being able to see students have fun and show their creative side.

Do you have a favorite topic to teach?

I love teaching fitness and lifetime activities.

What was your best day of school when you were younger?

Field day! 

What do you like to do outside of school?

I like to spend time with my family and coach cheerleading.

If you could have any other job, what would it be and why?

I love the job I have right now! 

Why did you decide to become a teacher?

To make a difference in the lives of students and mold their minds to be 
physically active.

What did you do before coming to Mercy?

This is my first time teaching! Before this, I went to college. I also coached, 
which is something I still do. 

What is a valuable lesson/word of advice you would give to your stu-
dents?

Enjoy every minute and don’t stress the small things.

As I think about senior year and all the responsibilities and tasks that come with it, I keep com-
ing back to Motto. Our senior Motto Day in October reminded me of all the ways we can think 
about Mercy and its values, and bring them with us as we prepare to leave.

 On the very first day of school, Mr. Baynes opened his prayer during AP Lit by saying that 
over the next 500 days, we’d experience more change than in any other time in our lives. Hearing 
that stated so directly sent me into a brief panic. Of course, I knew it was true. I won’t be living at 
home anymore; I won’t see my friends and my parents everyday; I won’t be a student at Mercy.

I think a lot of senior year is about getting ready to deal with that change. I think one of the big 
ways Mercy helps us do that is through experiences like Motto Day. Having an entire school day 
set aside to talk about and reflect on the Critical Concerns reminded me of what makes Mercy so 
special, and why I know leaving it will be hard. 

At the same time, these values are the things I know I will take with me, more so than any 
Latin verb tense or the order of processes in photosynthesis. When I was working on my Motto 

project over the summer, one of the other volunteers noticed my Mercy class ring. She hugged me 
and asked me about my Mercy experience, telling me that she had graduated in the ‘70s. We were 
separated by roughly 40 years, yet we were both there at Saint’s Place, working on the same task 
of helping refugees find clothes.

That experience struck me, especially as I told her about my Motto project, because I realized 
that Mercy’s values of concern for immigration, justice-making, and compassionate service had 
guided us to the same place. Most importantly, they had guided her there 40+ years after gradu-
ation.

So even 500 days from now, no matter where I am or what school I’m attending, I know I’ll 
still have these with me. And, at least for me, knowing that, and being reminded of it during ex-
periences like Motto Day, helps me to cope with the feelings of doubt and insecurity that come up 
when I think about leaving Mercy at the end of the year.

By Mackenzie Yaddaw

What subjects do you teach at Mercy? 
 
Physics, physics, and more physics. Oh, and AP physics.
 
How long have you been a teacher? Which schools, if any, did you teach at before coming to Mercy? 
 
I have taught since 2004, taking off a few years to be home with my children when they were babies. I have 
taught at Rye Country Day School in Rye, NY and at Fusion Academy in San Mateo, CA.
 
What made you want to be a teacher? Have you always wanted to teach or did something lead you into this 
field? 
 
Is it corny to say my mom, a former chemistry teacher at 
Brighton High School, was my inspiration? There’s the time 
she electrocuted the pickle at home, and the time she taught 
me about gas laws using a marshmallow and a syringe, the 
time she taught me how to turn a penny to silver and then to 
gold, and the time she claimed she too could turn water into 
wine. Then there were the times she would give me multiple 
choice sections of her students’ tests to grade for her and 
assign me other tasks like alphabetizing papers or checking to 
make sure students completed all the parts of their lab reports. 
You know, fun stuff.  Plus, I was the eldest child in my family, 
so bossing little kids around has always been a passion of 
mine.
 
I chose physics for two reasons. The first reason was that I 
was told at a young age, in one way or another, that girls can’t 
do physics. So, I had to prove that person wrong, right? The 
second reason was that although I went to college to major 
in math, I ended up switching majors because my physics 
professors were amazing and I just didn’t have the same con-
nection with my math professors at the time. It was complete-
ly teacher-dependent.
 
If you could do anything besides your job right now, what 
would you do and why? 
 
I would be an artist, most likely work in ceramics, as I did when I was in high school. It was literally my after 
school and weekend job, and a fresh alternative to working at Wegmans like all of my friends did.
 
What do like to do outside of work? 
 
Sleep!! I don’t get enough these days with three kiddos at home. In all seriousness, I love art, music, reading, 
decorating, organizing, gardening, community service, environmental and political activism, etc. But right now, 
I’m in survival mode.
 
What school(s) did you attend? 
 
SUNY Geneseo, like most of the teachers here did.  I went to Fairport High School, too, and earned my graduate 
degree from NYU.
 
What is your favorite thing about Mercy so far? 
 
My students! They always make me laugh!
 
Who is the scientist you look up to the most? 
 
Marie Curie because she was a boss in physics and chemistry, the only woman to earn a Nobel Prize in two fields. 
Plus, she died later in life from the radiation exposure she experienced while she worked at field hospitals during 
WWI, so that tells you exactly how dedicated she was to science and to caring for people.
 
Do you have any advice for your students? 
 
Just keep swimming! Ask questions! Don’t be afraid to make mistakes!

Letter From the Editor

By Lola DeAscentiis

 A Mercy Welcome to New Faculty and Staff

By Elizabeth Meisenzahl

Welcome Mrs. Cook!Welcome Mrs. Norris!


